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Results: Long-term Trend in Chlorpyrifos Concentration

Abstract
The California Department of Pesticide Regulation placed agricultural use of chlorpyrifos
in reevaluation in 2004 because monitoring data revealed that chlorpyrifos
concentrations in Central Valley water bodies frequently exceeded water quality criteria.
In support of the reevaluation, this study evaluated chlorpyrifos concentrations in
surface water samples that were collected by Central Valley water quality coalitions from
2004-2013. The use of conventional trend analysis methods is not ideal for this dataset
since concentrations of a large portion of the samples are below the analytical method’s
detection limit or reporting limit (i.e., censored data). The Nondetects And Data Analysis
for environmental data (NADA) package designed specifically for censored data was used
in this study. Our analysis identified a downward trend for this pesticide’s annual
application rate since 2005 and for its exceedance rate since 2008. We also observed a
continuous downward trend in this pesticide’s concentration level from 2010-2013. In
addition, this study revealed that concentration levels and exceedance rates of
chlorpyrifos appear to be influenced by application rates and winter storm events.

NADA visualization showed continuous decreasing trend in concentration level in 20102013. NADA regression showed decreasing trend that is more prominent in later years
(steeper slope) but not enough data to show a statistically significant trend in 2010-2013.

Challenges
• Changing detection limit (MDL) and reporting limit (RL) over time.
• 84% of samples have concentration less than their MDL, chlorpyrifos was not
detected (ND); 6% of samples have concentration between their MDL and RL,
chlorpyrifos was detected but not reliably quantifiable (DNQ); only 10% samples have
concentration above their RL, chlorpyrifos was reliably quantified (ROQ). Conventional
trend analysis methods can only include samples in ROQ or maybe DNQ, information
contained in ND samples is unused.
• If MDL or RL is larger than the water quality criterion (WQC), one cannot tell whether
an ND or DNQ sample indeed exceeds the WQC.
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Results: Seasonality
Highest exceedance rate in Jul.-Sep. corresponding to spike in use rate in Jul.-Aug.; second
highest exceedance rate in May corresponding to second spike in use rate in May; high
exceedance rate in Jan. may be corresponding to storm season.
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Methodology
• Calculate the exceedance rate with respect to WQC of 0.015 ppb: count both DNQ and
ROQ samples; exclude 2004 data because their MDL>WQC.
• Use NADA package to “guess” the concentrations of the samples under censorship and
then include all samples in data visualization and regression analysis iteratively.
• Evaluate seasonal patterns in chlorpyrifos concentration level: compare monthly
exceedance rate to monthly use rate and storm season.

Results: Annual Chlorpyrifos Use and Exceedance
The annual exceedance rate has been decreasing since 2008, three years after the
pesticide’s use rate started to decrease in 2005.
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